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CORRECTION
Correction to: Genetic Causes of 
Cardiomyopathy in Children: First Results 
From the Pediatric Cardiomyopathy Genes 
Study
In the article by Ware et al, “Genetic Causes of Cardiomyopathy in Children: First Results From the Pediatric 
Cardiomyopathy Genes Study,” which published online April 28, 2021, and appeared in the May 4, 2021 issue of 
the journal (J Am Heart Assoc. 2021;10:e017731. DOI: 10.1161/JAHA.120.017731), a correction was needed.
Figure 2 included a duplicate graph without bars.
The publisher regrets the error.
The correct figure is shown below:
The online version of the article has been updated and is available at https://www.ahajo urnals.org/doi/10.1161/
JAHA.120.017731.
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